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Have you ever received the order 
You have not ordered



It may be a Gift from unknown



Are free gifts really free?





BRUSHING Scam
▪  When someone sends you free stuff in the 

mail, or even sends you empty packages.

▪ A manufacturer might send you free stuff 

either to boost their sales or to be able to 

put in "fake" 5-star reviews about their 

product.

▪ An exploit by a vendor used to raise 

product ratings and increase visibility 

online by shipping an inexpensive product 

to an unwitting receiver and 

then submitting positive reviews on the 

receiver's behalf under the guise of a 

verified owner.



Behind the Mystery Gifts…
▪ Good rating can boost sales in seller 

market

▪ Items will appear at the top of search 

results on e-commerce sites.

▪ Positive rating or review, further artificially 

increase the credibility of the item



BRUSHING is  an E-Commerce scam



How brushing scams work?
▪ A method of shady businesses appearing more 

legitimate. 

▪ Businesses to increase their items’ ratings & better 
review. 

▪ The seller creates fake accounts using other’s 
personal information. 

▪ This personal information could be from a data 
breach or could be publicly available online.

▪ Once the seller creates these fake accounts, they 
order their own products to the addresses. 

▪ These fake orders allow the seller to leave positive 
reviews on their products. 

▪ Victims of the scam only know something is wrong 
when unsolicited packages arrive at their door from 
a company they’ve never heard of.



Samples – Brushing Scams



Samples – Brushing Scams





If you think free stuff can't 
possibly be bad, think 
again...

“



Potential Risks
1.  A fake review may encourage people to buy worthless stuff. 

2. Your name and address (and who knows what else) are out there, and 

are being used by people. 

3. Think about :

i. How did they get your information? 

ii. Did they buy your details from a marketer? 

iii. Did they get it through a hack? 



Data / Privacy Breach
A data breach is the intentional or 

unintentional release of secure or 

private/confidential information to an 

untrusted environment.



Identity Theft
Identity theft is the crime of obtaining the personal or financial information of 

another person to use their identity to commit fraud, such as making 

unauthorized transactions or purchases.



Check your Identity 
The Telecom Analytics for Fraud management and Consumer 

Protection – Govt. Portal to check subscriber identity 



PROTECT YOURSELF FROM 
BRUSHING SCAM

Don’t Pay for the Merchandise

Return to Sender if return address is marked

If you like it you can keep the unsolicited 
delivery

Dispose off or Donate it if you don’t wish to 
use



Change your password

Closely monitor your credit card bills and 
reports

Notify Authorities if merchandise is organic

Notify the retailer and file a fraud report on 
company’s website

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM 
BRUSHING SCAM



How to report 




